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     ECODISPLAY stands
We design and produce in-house bespoke display
stands created from card and paper. All our
products are 100% recyclable and re-usable.

Sustainable alternatives
to a Global problem

The materials used for the
manufacture of signs and
graphics have developed
and work very well.
We don’t need to re-invent
the wheel, just change the
products used to turn it.

Responsibility Our Journey
Source - Manufacture - Package - Delivery - Waste/Recycle Source

All our material suppliers are commited to their carbon footprint,
using recycled paper, card and plastic as packaging with most
of these sourced from FSC certified suppliers.

Manufacture

We are looking at all our products to see how we can ensure each
finished project has the maximum environmental impact in every
aspect of manufacture.
Our range of card and eco friendly displays are fully recyclable
and reusable. We also offer storage for clients and hire of second
hand boards and stands.

Package - Delivery

Wherever possible we re-use
all packaging materials from
the suppliers of the core
materials used in our products
when sent out for deliveries.
The carrier that we use has
this policy-

‘ We've taken a global, enterprise-wide approach to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions – from our fleets to our facilities.
Our optimised network is a single integrated system that handles
all our services, creating powerful connections between our company,
our partners and the planet. ’
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CORO board
Alternative to foamboard and display boards.
Fully recyclable rigid product made from
100% paper.
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     EXFOAM board
Rigid pvc board faced with white recycled paper
liners and is ideal for display boards.
Produced from 90% recycled pvc. Low flammability
and self-extinguishing.

ECOMPOSITE board
The most popular sign material is produced from
thin aluminium sheets sandwiching a polyethylene
core. Fully recyclable. 

    ECOFLUTE sheet
Incorporating an absolute minimum of 30%
post - industrial and post - consumer waste.
Still with all the looks and characteristics of
standard Correx.

ECOPRINT paper
Large format printing is now available using
poster paper and also available with an acrylic
based adhesive. Both versions are 100%
recyclable. 

ECOPRINT vinyl
Large format printing is now available using a
PVC FREE  alternative with an acrylic based
adhesive. Ecoprint vinyl is 100% recyclable. 

ECOCUT vinyl
Our PVC and PLASTICIZER FREE polyolefin-based
coloured films have also a water based permanent
acrylic adhesive. 

CASTACRYLIC sheet
We can now offer a 100% recycled and 
100% recyclable cast acrylic sheet. 
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ECOBANNERS
Fully recyclable and  PVC free, our banners are
produced using a Polypropylene material which
conforms to Plastics Recycling Code 5.

    SOLAR65 window film
Heat controling window film. High TSR of 65%,
with 99% of harmful UV rejected and 94% of
Infrared rejected.
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Paul Foote Ink Limited
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